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The Registrar of Geographical Indications
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Intellectual Properfy Offrce Building
G.S.T. Road, Guindy
CHBNNAI.600032.

Dear Sir,

Phone :91 (033) 2248-7040
Mobile :98300 60818
Whalsapp : 8017997677

2018 NOVEMBER 29

Attention : Mr. Prashanth Kumar S. Bhairappanavar

Snior Examiner ofTM & Geographical Indications

For Re$stru of Geographical Indications

Re : Mizoram Art & Cultural Society - GI Application No.588

filed on 30 I 08 I 2017 for G.l. for registration of HMARAM

in Classes 24 and 25.

Your Ref, : GIRi App.No,588/FCR/ 17- 18/245

Our Ref, : GI-004

This is rvith reference to your E.mail dated 12109 12018 sending us copy of

Examination Report.

We are now resubmitting an Amended Application as directed by you.

You are requested to take th€ above on record and proceed accordingly'

Thankingyou,

Copyof Application
Additional Representation

Statement of Case

Affidavit
Copy of G.P.A.

MAP 
i

Documentary Evidences as pr00f 0f Origin-.

Encl:

1)

ii)

iii)

1v)

v)

vi)
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL
(REGISTRATION AND

INDICATIONS
PROTECTTONI

OF GOODS

ACT, 1999

FORM Gr-l (Cl

A single application for the registratlon ofa Geographical Indication

Part A of the Register for goods falling ln dllferent classes

Section 11(3f, rule 23{5f

Fees : Rs.l0,(X)0/- for ftco Classes 1Rs.5000/- for each Classf

1 . Application is hereby made by Mizoram Art & Cultural Society, Directorate of Art &

Culture Department Building, Chanmari, Aizawl, Mizoram, PIN-796007 for the registration

in Part A of the Register of the accompanying geographical indication fumishing the

following particulars :

I[ame of the Appllcant :

Mizoram Art & Cultural Society.

Address :

Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building

Chanmari, Aizawl

Miz,or arn, PIN-79 600 7.

Phone No. : 0389-2341038

Telefax: 0389-2341369

E-mail : dacmi@yahoo.com
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List of association of persons/producers/organizatlon/authorlty :

Weavers/producers of Hmaram represented by Govemment of Mizoram.

Type ofgoods :

Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and

table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, footwear, headgear.

ef Speclfication:
Hmaram is a beautiful traditional textile or handicraft good which originates from

the state of Mizoram. It is an elaborately decorated textile of the Mizo tribe and is also one of

the most popular textile a Mizo woman is associated with. The design is very unique and

have a deep root in the society, The Hmaram was skillfully crafted by the Mizo weavers.

The Mizos were greatly aware of their surroundings and environments which can be seen in

the way they expressed their ideas in the Mizo fuan. The motifs and pattems in Hmaram

were derived from the flora ofthe geographical area ofMizorarn, such as the Kawkpuizt<naJ

motif inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui (Cyathea chinensis),

knbuangm huammotifderivedfroml,enbuangtreei.e.Griffrth'sPlumYew(Cephalotaxus

griffithii), Dis0l motif (Di is a plant under grass family), etc. Hmaram is produced/

manufactured onlyby the Mizo people in the state of Mizoram, especially in the state capital

wz. Nzawl and in Thenzawl town of Serchhip district. 
.

i
Hmaram is a popular traditional cloth oithe Mizo people. It is a small skirt, only

wom by ladies and girls. The cloth is wrapped around the waist by tucking in at the waist to

fasten it, covering the lower part of the body, It is commonly rvom during festive dances and

official ceremonies. The oldestpattemed textile of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe, Hmaram is a single

loom width fabric made from haldspun indigo-dyed and natural lr'hite cotton, It is wom as

a short skirt wrapped around the waist, tucked in on one side.

Hmaram is normally 42" to 43" in lengh and 17" to 18" in breadth though the size

can vary a little more or less. Compared to other Mizo puan, Hmaram is smaller in size and

covers only up to the lcree. Puan is the name given by the Mizo to the cloth or the fabric
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which is woven out of the loom. The traditional loom use by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Many

traditional designs are incorporated to form an elaborate textile in Hmaram.

A single loom width fabric, traditional Hmaram had intricate and complex bands of

patterning. In Hmaram, the indigo weft almost entirely conceals the white warp. There are

weft-wise stripes of patterning which vary in size; some are broad while others are very

narrow. The narrow stripes of patterning have simpler motifs as compared to the broader

stripes of patterning. This patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft

technique. The stripes are woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of indigo-dyed

yarn is used to do the patterning. The white edges ofthe textile are then finished with a

rolled hem, which is hand stitched.

There are weft-wise stripes of patteming which are of two sizes. The narrow stripes

of patterning have simpler motifs as compared to the broader stripes of patteming. This

patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft technique. The stripes are

woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of black yarn is used to do the patteming.

The white edges of the textile are then finished with a rolled hem, which is hand stitched.

Typically, Hmaram can have three beautiful pattern motifs namely Disul,

Lenbuan$huam and Kawkpuizikzial. These pattern motifs are incorporated as awhite

stripe of 3" that appears as five prominent bands. Altemating each of the prominent bands

is a fine smaller stripe of Smm. In total, there are six smaller stripes. There are only two

colours visible in Hmaram i,e. black and white.

A very complex and intricate motif, Kawkpuizikzial is believed to be the oldest motif

of the Mizo (Lusei), inspired bythe curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui (Cyathea

chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fern, zik means new shoot and zial means

rolled up or twirled, More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattern of

Kawkpuizikzial.

Patteming as seen on the oldest Hmarams are of Karvkpuizial, knbuangthuam and

Disul motifs, A very complex and intricate motif, Kawkzialpui is believed to be the oldest
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motif of the Mizo (Luseis), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui

(Diplaziummaldmum), Kawkpuiisthename of anedible fem, zikmeansnew shoot and zial

means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattem of

Kawkpuizial.

A Hmaram also has Lenbuangthuam motifs, again also believed to be one of the

oldest motjfs of the Lusei tribe. Lenbuangis the name of a tree with acacia-like leave s and

thuam means ajunction with two or more paths. This motif is characterized by indigo-dyed

blue/black extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the

broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular desigrs are separated

by intervening line (or lines (usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of the

paths with many branches,

Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul. The word Di refers to a species of grass

(lrnperata cylindrical) and sul is a term used for grasS brushed against by passerby which

bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the

6nbuangthuam, the triangular designs in Disul are placed in such amanner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear to stand against each other resembling a pattem of

weil-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-loke strips running through the

diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles.

The specific motifs and design of Hmaram melttioned in the above points are

presented in Figures I & 2.

Figure 2 : Different motif that can be incorporated in Hmaram.

Disul Lenbuanglhuurn
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Small narrow stripes of geometric motifs (such as Semit) are also incorporated in

aHmaram.

Hmaram usually has three beautiful pattem motifs namely Disul, knbuangthuam

and Kawkpuizikzial. The se pattern motifs are incorporated as a white stripe of 2 to 3" wide

at four places. A frre small stripe is weaved in between each of the pattern motifs. There are

only two colours visibie in Hmaram i.e. black and white.

Traditionally, this pattemed textile was wom by Mizo (Lusei) women as a short skirt

wrapped around the waist and tucked in on one side during festive occasions. In present

day society, it is wom by young girls during festivals and while performing dances with a

modem version of the Tualtah Kawr on top,
,A, Sample of Hmaram is attached herewith and marked with letter-A.

0
01.

02.

Specification and quality parameters of 'Hmaram' :

Hmaram is a small and unique Mizo traditional cloth,

Hmaram is a small wrapped around skirt wom only by Mizo women and girls that

reaches down only above the knee,

The shape of Hmaram is rectangular.

Only three motifs are allowed for incorporation in Hmaram main bodywhich are

Kawkpuizikzial, Lenbuangthuam and Disul. A Sakeizangziamotif which looks like

a series oftip ofa directional arrow is present in one or both the weft-edges ofthe

cloth thatjoins the vertical stripes.

Quality Parameters :

Few physical parameters obtained by measuring physical dimensions and weight of

03.

04.

Hmaram are listed below :

i) Physical Dimensions

Lengh (warp)- 43

Breadth (weft)- 18"

!'rea-774 sq. inches
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ii) Thtckness of motifs

Kawkpuizikzial/Lenbuangthuam/Disul - 1 mm

ul) Thickness of non-motif - 0,5 mm

iv) Weight

Weightof Hmaram- 150 g

Weight per inches squared -0. 19 g per sq. inch

Weight per inch (warp) - 3.a9g per inch (warp)

Weight per inch (weft) -8.33 g per inch (weft)

05. A Hmaram main body is characterized by the presence of only one motif which

maybe either Kawkpuizikzial or Lenbuangthuam or Disul motif'

06. In Hmaram, there are weft-wise stripes (motif) of pattern which are of two sizes,

broader ones and narrow ones. when wom, the patterns are in vertical position.

07 , The broader vertical stripes motif consists offive batches (approx') of single motif

pattem having width about 8 cm each. They are arranged Yertically throughout the

Hmaram puan at a distance ofabout 15 cm apart from each other'

08. The smaller vertical stripes motif consists of 6 batches (approx.) having width about

0.5 cm each. They run in parallel and altemate with the bigger stripes batches.

09. A Hmaram always have fringes on both edges of the warp of about 0,5cm each,

10. in the machine loom, one edge of the cloth (weft-rvise) up to abor"rt 3 cm ale woven

denser than the rest of the cioth. The other edge is folded and stitched'

I 1. Only two colours i.e. black and white are present in a Hmaram'

12. Breadth (weft) of Hmaram is 17-21" approx.

13. Lengh (warp) of Hmaram is 42-53 approx.

14. Thickness of non-motifs : 0,5 mm.

15. Thickness of motif (Kawkpuizikzial/Lenbuangthuam/Disul): 0.7 mm - 1.0 mm.

16. Weight of the whole puan (cloth) : 150 g approx

17 . Weight per square inch - 0. 19 g per sq. inch

18. Weight per inch (warp) - 3.49 g per inch (warp),

19. Weight perinch (weft) - 8.33 gperinch (weft).

20. Thread count : Warp 63 per inch, weft 37 per inch'
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2L The tlpe of yarn used is mainly cotton, Acrylic and silk yams are now a-lso

incorporated.

g) Benchmark for Hmaram :

01. The weaving quality of Hmaram must be very fine such that the appearance of the

design in inner and outer side of the fuan should be almost indistinguishable.

02. The size of Hmararn should be much smaller than other traditional fuan and should

reach down only above the knee when wom.

03. A Hmaram main body should consist of only one motif which could be any one of

the following - Kawkpuizikzial or Lenbuan$huam or Disul.

04. No other motifs other than Kawkpuiziknd, or Lenbuan$huam or Disul should be

incorporated in the main body of Hmaram,

05. A Hmaram should have batches of weft-wise stripes (motif) of two sizes, broader

ones and narow ones. The stripes look like vertical bands.

06. The broader and the narrower stripes/bands must run altemate to each other.

07 . There should be at least frve batches ofthe broader vertical stripes ofwidth about

4-8 cm each.

08. There should be at least six batches ofthe narrowvertical stripes ofwidth about

0.5 cm each,

09. A Hmaram must have fringes on both edges of the warp of about 0.5cm each.

10. A Sakeizangzia motif which looks like a series of tip of a dilectional arrow must be

present in one or both the weft-edges ofthe cloth.

I 1. Each Sakeizangzia motifs at the edge should perfectiyjoin the broadervertical stripes.

Each half-sakeizangziamotifs at the edge should also perfectly join the narrow

vertical stripes.

12. The number of Hnahchawi use in Kawkpuizikzial motif must be complete or at least

30. The number of Hnahchawi use in Lenbuan$huam and Disul motifs should be at

least 12 in numbers to make it beautiful.

13. Oniy two colours i.e. black and white should be visible in Hmaram.
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Hmaram is unique and easily distinguished by its smaller size and its design is not

found elsewhere. The breadth (weft) of Hmaram is much sma1ler than other Mizo puan

measuring only 18 inches, A single Hmaram consist of only one motif which could be any

one of the following-

i) Kawlqpuizikzial

ii) Lenbuangthuam, or

m) Disul.

It must be noted, however, that Kawpuizikzial is the most commonly used motif in

Hmaram.

In the loin loom, Hmaram must be woven in a single piece.

The ground fabric of Hmaram must be black.

The pattern motifs in Hmaram must be incorporated as a white stripe of 3" that

appears as five prominent bands. Altemating each of the prominent bands must be a fine

smaller stripe of 5mm, making it a total of six smaller stripes.

Only two colours are to be used in Hmaram, i.e. Black and white.

Hmaram must have fringes on both edges breadthwise of about 0.5cm.

No other motifs other than cited in the specihcations should be incorporated in the

design of Hmaram,

hl Name ofthe geographical indication [and particulars] :

The name of the Geographical Indication is Hmaram. Hmaram is an important

traditional dress of the Mizo people having a specihc design.

if Description ofthe goods;

Hmaram is a compactly woven textile. It is inedium to heavy fabric and shows its
good quality woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. The weavers inserted the

designs and motifs by using supplementary yams while weaving. The different significant

traditional designs and motifs are incorporated in this texlile. A specially shlled weavers are

required for making this elaborate textile. In the earlier days, homospun cotton yams dyed
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with natural dyes are used. Synthetic yarns slowly replaced the use oflocaliy produced

cotton yams, since wide range of slnthetic yains a.re available in the market. The weaving

process of Hnaram involves starching of the warp yarns, warping, weaving, and inserting

the desigrs and motifs by hand to make the complete Puan.

Hmaram is very difhcult to be woven. A white thread is used as the warp and a

black thread as the weft, The cloth is weaved in such a way that it does not show any white

colour except the pattern motifs. Since it requires a high leve1 of expertise only an expert

lady/ladies are able to weave such Hmaram cloth.

The oldest pattemed textile of the Lusei tribe, Hmaram is a single loom width fabric

made from handspun soot/indigo-dyed and natural white cotton, it is wom as a short skirt

wrapped a-round the waist, tucked in on one side.

According to Mrs. Thankhumi, a scholar on Mizo textiles and a past weaver herself,

the word Tlmar'is a term used to describe hair buns at the back of the head. It could have

been aname given to the Lusei tribe by the southem tribes since the southem tribes such as

Lai and Mara had their hair bun on the front side of the head. In this context, the word

Hmar in a Hmaram does not refer to the northem Mizo tribe - Hmar. This can be supported

by the fact that the Hmar tribe had a distinct hairstyle such that their hair was braided in

two ponytails, which were then tied together at the front of the head. This was

complemented by their headgear Vivik. The word 'Am'means skirt. Therefore, in this context

Hmaram means a skirt of the people rvho wear their hair buns at the back of their head

(which in earlier times referred to the Lusei tribe of the Mizos).

,A.l|' The photo of Hmaram is attached herewith and marked with letters'M.

j) Geographical area ofproduction and map :

Hmaram is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the majn centre of

production is at Aizawl and in the village ofThenzarvl,
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The geographical boundaries of the production area of Puanchei lies between 2 I " 55'

52- - 24" 3 1' 43" latitude (N) and 92" 75' 77' ' 93" 26' 37' longitude (E).

Geographical area of production and Map is enclosed herewith and marked with

'B' letter.B.

kl Proofoforlgln [Historlcal records] :

Documentary evidences relating to proof of origin (historical proof) of Hmaram are

given below. The reference along with the photocopy are also provided, (Given in Annexure

1-A to 1-L).

a) In the newspaper "MIZO LEH VAl CHANCHIN BU' (printed at Loch Printing

Press, Aijal) published in october 1923 reported that Ms. Lalkhami, daughter of Mr .Pazka,

Lengvillage Chief, was able to weave the Kawkpuizikzial motif (found in Hnaram) in four

days, which was a great feat at the time. (Reference - Page no.263 of the newspaper "Mizo

Leh Vai Chanchin Bu" published in October 1923) (Annexure 1 -A)

b) In the newspap er.MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU', (printed at Loch Printing

Press, Aijal) published in March 1925 described about the importance of cultivating cotton

and how it can be a thriving business for the Mizo people, (Reference - Page no. 66 of the

newspaper "Mizo Leh Vai Chanchin Bu" published in March 1925) (Annexure 1-B).

c) In the newspaper "MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at Loch Printing

Press, Aijal) published in April 1925 reported that cotton weighing a total of 1 102 maund

was sold from seven different villages ofMizoreun. (Reference - Page no. 81 ofthe newspaper

"Mizo L€h Vai Chanchin Bu'published in April 1925) (Annexure 1-C).

d) The book 'DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE' ar"rthored by James

Herbert Lorrain, published by The Asiatic Society, Kolkata (Published 1940) stated that

Hmaram is the name of a woman's skirt or kilt originally belonging to the Hmar tribe.

(Reference - Page no. 159 ofthe book "Dictionary ofthe Lushai language) (Annexure 1-D).
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e)Thebook'LUSHAICHRYSALIS'(1949)authoredbyMajorA'G'McCall
mentioned that Hmatam was a women's workday dress decorated with designs such as the

Ihwkpuizikzial and Lenbuangthuam. (Reference- Page No'27 of the book) (Annexure 1-E)'

f) InthebookTIMASANGZONUN'(l$Edition 1992)authoredbyB.Lalthangliana'

an eminent Mizo historian, stated that the technique of dyeing cloths black was first

practised in the Hmaram cloth and later on red dye from barks and leaves oftrees were

made giving rise to production of different coloured cloths like Pawndum, fuanchei,

Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan etc. (Reference - Page N0.54 of the book'Hmasang Zonun')

(Annexure 1-F).

g)Inthebook.HMANLAIMIZONUN,(1999)writtenbyC.Lianthangamen.

tioned that Hmaram was a knee 1en$h skirt worn by the ladies. (Reference - Page No'49 of

the book) (Annexure 1-G).

h)Thebook.LAND&PEOPLEOF]NDIANSTATES&UNIONTERRITORIES'

written by sc Bhatt & Gopal K Bhargava, published by Kalpaz hrblications, Delhi

(Published 2006) described Hmaram cloth as a smali hand woven cloth oihandspun cotton

andindigodye,Reference-Pageno. l8Tofthebook'Land&Peopleoflndianstates&

Union Territories' Volume - 19) (Annexure i -H)'

i) In the book'PI PU ZUNLENG', (1'r Edition 2007) authored b1'B. Lalthangliara'

an eminent Mizo historian, stated that the technique of dyeing clothes black was hrst

practised in the Hmaram cloth. (Reference - Page N0.95 of the book 'Pi Pu Zunleng')

(Annexure 1-l).

j) sil'MIZORAM GENERAL I{NOWLEDGE (2009, 1" Edition 2005) stated that

Hmaram is a shrtwom by Mizo women. (Reference - Page N0.103 of the book) (Annexure

1-J).

k)Inthebook.EMERGENTNORTH-EASTINDIA_AWAYFORWARD'(ISHA

Books, 2008) by Himansu chandra Sadangi, mentioned that Hmaram is mostly wom by
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children and girls on special occasions such as Chapchar Kut and Chhawnghnawh Day.

(Reference - Page N0,203 of the book 'Emergent North-East India - A Way Forward')

(Annexure 1-K).

1) Pi Boichhingpuii, former Director, Art & Culture Department, Golt. of Mizoram

in her book'MIZO LA DEH LEH ZETHLAN' (tublished 2016), mentioned that Hmaram was

a cloth of the Hmar clan. It is a combination of two words 'Hmar'which refers to a clan who

tie their hair as a knot at the back of their head and 'am'which means sarong or skirt.

(Reference - Page no. 104-i07 of the book "Mizo la deh 1eh zethlan," published tn20l6)
(Annexure 1-L).

It is not known when Hmaram came into r-rse for the first time. Pi Boichhingpuii

(former Director, Art & Culture Department, Government of Mizoram) in her book'Mizo La

Deh leh ZeIhIan'(2016), mentioned that Hmaram was a cloth of the Hmar clan. It is a

combination of two words 'Hmar'which refers to a clan who tie their hair as a knot at the

back of their head and 'am'which means sarons or skirt.

Mr. Lianhmingthanga in his book'Material culture of the Mizo'published in 1998

cited how the cloth was woven ard described the different desims of the cloth.

In a guide book 'Mizoram State Museum, Guide to Gallery'published by Art &

Culture Department in 2007 mentioned that the cloth Hmaram is displayed in the Textile

Gallery section along with different tlpes of Mizo cloth which can be seen by the general

public.

Mr. B. Lalthangliana, a Mizo Historian, in his book'Hmasang Zonun (Studies in

Mizo Culture, Tradition and Social Life)'(1" Edition 1992) describes that the Hmaram

cloth was produced around 1700 AD when the Mizo tribes crossed the Tiau River (Tio River),

an international boundary river between India and Myanmar. He mentions that the

embroidery woven on the cloth like Kawkpui zlkzid. and lenbuangthuam were already

accomplished around this time.
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Dr. Sangkima, a retired Professor of Govemment Aizawl College, in his book Essays

on the History of the Mizos'(spectrum fublications, 2004) mentioned that the Mizo women's

workday dress consisted of Hmaram (cotton petticoat) which was decorated with popular

designs like the kawkpuizikzial and the lenbuan$huam.

In the book'Dictionary of the Lr"rshai Language'published (The Asiatic Society) in

1940 by Mr. J. Herbert Lorrain (Pioneer Missionaries to the Lushais) included the word

'Hmaram' and define it as the name of a rvoman's skirt or kilt originally belonging to the

Hmar tribe'. (Page number 158).

lf Method of Production :

The traditional Mizo fuan are woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo fuan were made of

local cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots and herbs.

Yams which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The starched

yarn is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A thick and

shong wooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wa1l, one and half to two feet above the

floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is fastened

securely against two arms ofa chair. The weaver sits on the chair against the breast beam

which has been fxed on the arms of the chair. Two balls of yams are placed in abasket and

the two free ends of the yams are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The helper

carries the two balls ofyarns back and forth between the warp beam and the breast beam

and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort ofunwoven

surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and even sets of

yam by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling the yams in

loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed against the

bamboo. This operation enables the warp yarns to be so manipulated that the odd set of

yams stand crosswise against the even set ofyarns on one ofthe trvo barnboo sticks. Then

loops are lifted up a little by the weavers, The operation also produces required space

between the crossed yams to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole breadth

with the help of a bobbin.Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also

produces required space between the crossed yarns to enable the weft varns to be slided
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through the whole breadth with the help of a bobbin. The basic fabric of most of the Mizo

textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher density of warp yams than weft yams.

A set of suppiementary yams are used for the designs and motifs by inserting the
supplementaryyams in between the warp yamswhile weaving.

Human factor plays a big role in the quality of Hmaram. A highly skiled weaver is
required to produce a good quality product, Therefore, in a good quality product, the
motifs/designs are distinct and complete. This kind of quality product can only be achieved

by highly skilled and diligent weaver.

The number of heddles used in making specific design is another impo*anr
consideration. For instance, in the making of desigrs fike Kawlqpuizikzial, knbuangrn huam
and Disul.

The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher
density of warp yams than weft yarns. A set of supplementary yarns are used for the
designs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in between the warp varns while
weaving.

Photos of Mizo girls wearing the traditional Hmaram cloth attached herewith and
markedwith letter-C.

Raw materlals :

4 In earlier days, the white cotton were frrst dyed with soot to get the
indigo-dyedyam' To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their threads
at least double-dyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more than two times, In modem
days however, with avariety ofdyes available, cotton or acrylic blackyarns are used.

b) After obtaining the thread the hrst operation is to starch them. unless
properly starched with solution of required concentration, the thread may not serve the
purpose of good weaving. In fact starching itself is a fairly technical process which the
weavers have to acquire patiently under the expert guidance oftheir elders.
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c) The starched threadis dried and rolledinto suitably sized balls andthese are

used by the weavers and the helper to set on the loom for the warp.

d) The traditional Hmaram a_re woven on the loin loom. Early Hmaram were

made of local cotton, homespun and dyed with soot to obtain the black/indigo ground

fabric.

e) Yams which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching.
The starched yam is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A
thick and strongwooden rod, thewarp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half to two feet

above the floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is
fastened securely against two arms of a chair. The weaver sits on the chair against the breast
beam which has been fxed on the arms of the chair, Two balls of yarns are placed in a
basket and the two free ends of the yams are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam, The

helper carries the two balls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast
beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of
unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and
even sets of yarn by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling
the yams in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed

against the bamboo. This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the
odd set ofyarns stand crosswise against the even set ofyarns on one ofthe two bamboo
sticks, Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also produces required
space between the crossed yams to enable the weft yarns to be slided through the whole
breadth with the help of a bobbin,

f) The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a
higher density of warp yams than weft yams. A set of supplementary yams are used for the
designs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in between the warp yarns while
weaving.

g) Nowadays, for mass production, Hmaram is also woven in handloom
(Fly shuttle loom) although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced.
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Photo of Hmaram wom by little girls during Chapchar Kut Festival in Mizoram
3D, attached herewith and markedrvith letter-D.

mf Uniqueness:

Puan is a prized possession ofevery Mizo lady, and are required to weave their own

cloth or puan. When they got married, Mizo women are expected to carry along with them

certain puan like Pawndum, Puanchei etc. to their new home. As weaving a Hmaram is a

complicated process only those Mizo women who are able to weave Hmaram take along

with them when they got married.

Hmaram is a beautiful costume of girls, mostly wom during festivals like Pawl Kut
and Chapchar Kut, It is also worn by girls during various traditional dances such as

Khuallam, Sarlamkai, Chawnglaizawn etc.

Special Characters and Unique Features ofHmaram

a) Hmararr is much smaller in size, about one-third of other Mizo Puan. In the
present society, it is worn as a short skirt by young Mizo girls during traditional festivals

and while performing traditional dances.

b) The weaving quality of Hmaram is very fine such that the inner and outer
design of the Puan is almost indistinguishable.

c) The motifs on the cloth follows a certain pattem in such a way that the vertical

orientation of the cloth remains the same both ways.

d) The design of Hmaram is unique and can be easily distinguished, Just by
looking at the Hmatam, one can easily differentiate it from all other existing fuan/textiles.
The following motifs may be found in a Hmaram :

i) Kawkpuizikzial - It is a very complex and intricate motif, believed to be the

oldest motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern
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Kawkpui (Cyathea chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot

and zial means rolled up or twirled. It is found all over the state.

ii) Lenbuangm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as

Griffith's Plum Yew (Scientific name - Cephalotaxus griffrthii). Lenbuangm huam motif is

believed to be one of the oldest motifs of the Mizo tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree and

m huam means ajunction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by black

extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases

are twisted and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening

line (or lines usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of paths with many

branches. The tree is found in different parts of Mizoram including Murlen National Park,

Tawi Wildlife Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife Sanctuary, Reiek tlang etc.

iii) Disul -The word Di refers to a species of grass (imperata cylindrica) and s0l is

a term used for grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to the direction in which

they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the lcnbuangm huam, the triangular

designs in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad bases ofthe isosceles triangles

appear to stand against each other resembling a pattern of well-placed rectangles and

triangleswith narrowpath-like stripsrunningthrough the diagonals of thetriangJes against

the end of the triangles.

e) In the olden days, only the women would weave Hmaram in the loin loom.

With the advent of machine loom, even men have also started weaving as the industry have

proved to be a good source of income. However, till now only Mizo women weave Hmaram

using the traditional loin loom.

f) The traditional loom used by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Generally, two pieces

of cloth are woven which are delicately sewn together to form one complete fuan. Since the

Hmaran cloth is smaller in size compared to other puan, a complete Hmaram is weaved in

a single piece without the need to be sevrn together.
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g) In the earlier days, the material used for the ground fabric (fuan Bu) of

Hmaram is the locally produced cotton yarn. Nowadays, acrylic yarn that are easily

available in the market is most commonly used due to rise in demand of Hmaram. Silk is

also recently introduced in the production of Hmaram. For making the design/motif (zeh),

wool, silk, cotton or acrylic materials can be used.

h) In the loin loom, the technique involves embroidered work but the speciality

rests in the fact that all this embroidered work is done simultaneously with the weaving. In

this respect the process differs from the designs produced on mill-made cloth or fly shuttle

cloth. This also enables the weaver to produce combinations according to their artistic

talents thereby bringingvarieties which can seldom be made possible in any mechanical

process ofweaving.

n) Linkage to the specilic geographical location including human creativity
involved:

Hmaram is very popular because of its intricate and unique designs. The unique

value of Mizo Puan comes from the personal involvement of the weaver, who with great

labour weaves her dreams into each work and weft until every design has a story to tel1.

The creativity of the weavers can be observed from the intricate designs of the Hmaram.

The motifs/designs found in Hmaram have been derived from trees, herbs, grasses, and

ferns of their sunoundings. This shows the specific linkages of the design of Mizo Hmaram

with its geographical location or environment. It is worth noting that some of these flora are

endemic to the region. The different motifs/designs in Hmaram and their linkage to the

specific geographical location as well as creativity involved are described as under :-

a) Kawkpuizikzial - It is avery complex and intricate motii, believed to be the

oldest motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern

Kawkpui (Diplazium maximum). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fern, zik means new

shoot and zial means rolled up or twirled. The plant is found all over Mizoram.
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b) Lenbualgm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as

Griffrth's Plum Yew (Cephalotaxus griflithii). Lenbuangm huam motif is believed to be one

oftheoldestmotifsoftheMizotribe. lenbuangisthenalneofatreeandm huammeansa

junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by black extraweft triangular

designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases are twisted and not

against each other; these triangular designs ale sepalated by intervening line (or lines

usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of paths with many branches. The

tree is found in different parts of Mizoram including Murlen National Park, Tawi Wildlife

Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife Sanctuary, Reiek tlang etc.

c) Disul - The word Di refers to a species of grass (imperata cylindrica) and sul is

a term used for grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to the direction in which

they have been brushed against, Quite similar to the Lenbuangm huam, the triangular

desigrs in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad bases of the isosceles triangles

appear to stand against each other resembling a pattem ofwell-placed rectangles and

trian$es with narrow path-like strips running thrcuglr the diagonals of the triangles against

the end of the triangles.

o) Dlmension, descriptlons and designs of Hmaram :

Hmaram is a popular traditional cloth of the Mizo people. It is a short skirt, only

wom by ladies and girls. The cloth is wrapped around the waist by tuckrng in at the waist to

fasten it, covering only above the knee. It is commonly worn during festive dances and

oflicial ceremonies. Hmaram is the oldest pattemed textile of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe. It is a

single loom width fabric made from handspun black and white yams.

p) Detailed speclfication including benchmark of Hmaram is given in points

as below :-

a) Hmaram is normally 42" to 43" in length and 17" to 18" in breadth though the

size can vary a little more or less.
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b) Hmaram always have fringes on both edges lengthwise ofabout 0.5cm to

c) Compared to other Mizo puan, Hmaram is smaller in size and covers only up

to the knee.

d) Traditional Hmaram had intricate and complex bands of patterning. In loin

Ioom, the blackweft almost entirely conceals the white warp.

e) There are weft-wise skipes of patteming which are of two sizes. The narrow

stripes of patteming have simpler motifs as compared to the broader stripes of patteming.

This patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft technique. The stripes

are woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of black yarn is used to do the

patteming. The white edges of the textile are then furished with a rolied hem, which is hand

stitched.

f) Typically, Hmaram can have three beautiful pattern motifs namely Disul,

Lenbuangthuam and Kawkpuizikzial. These pattem motifs are incorporated as a white

stripe of 2 to 3" wide at five places. A fine small stripe of 5 mm is weaved in between each of

the pattem motifs. There are only two colours visible in Hmaram i.e. black and white.

g) A very complex and intricate motif, Kawkpuizikzial is beljeved to be the oldest

motif of the Mizo (Lusei), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui

(Cyathea chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of al edible fem, zik means new shoot and zial

means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattern of

Kawkpuizilaial.

h) A Hmaram may also have Lenbuanghuam motifs, again also believed to be

one of the oldest motifs of the Lusei tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree with acacia-1ike

leaves and thuam means ajunction with two or more paths. This motif is characterized by

triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases are twisted
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and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line or

lines (usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of the paths with many
branches.

i) Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul. The word Di refers to a species of
grass (lmperata cylindrica) and sul is a term used for grass brushed against by passerby

which bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the
knbuangthuam, the triangular designs in Disul are placed in such amanner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear to stard against each other resembling a pattem of
well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-like strips running through the
diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles.

The creativity of the weavers can be observed from the intricate designs of the Hmaram.
The motifs/designs found in Hmaram have been derived from trees, herbs, grasses, and
fems of their surroundings. This shows the specific linkages of the design of Mizo Hmaram
with its geographical location or environment. It is worth noting that some of these flora are
endemic to the region. The different motifs/designs in Hmaram and their linkage to the
specific geographical location as well as creativity involved are described as under :-

a) Kawkpuizikzial - It is a very complex and intricate motif, believed to be the
oldest motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible lern
Kawkpui (Diplazium maximum). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fern, zik means new
shoot and zial means rolled up or twirled, Kawkpui leaves have their tips curled nicely in
small round loops and this produce the motif for the typical Mizo design.

b) Lenbuangm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as
Griffith's Plum Yew (cephalotaxus grillithii). Lenbuangm huam motif is believed to be one
oftheoldestmotifsoftheMizotribe.Lenbuangisthenameofatreeandm huammeansa
junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by black extra weft triangular
designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases are trvisted and not
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against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line (or lines

usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that olpaths with many branches. The

tree is found in different parts of Mizoram including Murlen National Park, Tawi Wildlife

Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife Sanctuary, Reiek tlang etc.

c) Disul -The word Di refers to a species of grass (lmperata cylindrica) and sul is

a term used for grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to the direction in which

they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the Lenbuangm huam, the triangular
designs in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad bases of the isosceles triangles

appear to stand against each other resembling a pattern ofwell-placed rectangles and

triangles with narrow path-like strips running througfr the diagonals of the triangles against

the end of the triangles.

ql Traditional Practices :

a) In the traditional practice, Hmaram was weaved only in the loin 1oom.

b) Hmaram is worn by young Mizo girls during traditional festivals and while

performing traditional dances.

c) The loin loom consist of few pieces of stout bamboo and timber rods of
varying thickness. Three of these rods are used for luing the loom in a stable position and

maintaining desired tension on the threads of the warp, while others are used to facilitate

different operations on the initially fxed loom with its warps arranged thereon.

d) In addition to the rods, a flat blunt sword usually made out of the bark of a

particular kind oftree is used to beat the thread ofthe weft in the process ofweaving the
surface texture, Another function performed by this sword is to obtain space between two
rows of the warp threads to enable the weft thread to be slided across the breadth. To

achieve this the weft thread is wound on thin bamboo sticks.

A bamboo stick about 45" long is shaped into a sort ofprism with a base of
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about half an inch to one inch wide and the side opposite to the base being cut out minutely
to make small grooves and crests. Its function is to keep the starched threads of the warp rn
a stable position under the grooves, thereby preventing collection ofwarp threads at any
point and creating unevenness in the texture of the cloth woven.

0 A thin bamboo stick of the same length is adjusted against the length of
the prismatic stick so that the latter is prevented from going out ofposition during the
operation.

g) 1bo other sticks are used to make loops with the help of additional thread by
entangling alternate threads ofthe warp. As a result ofthis operation, odd set ofthreads
remain entangled on one stick and the even set on the other. This arrangement enables the
two sets ofwarp threads to be moved alternately up and down during the process of
weaving. To provide sufficient space between the odd and even sets ofwarp a thick bamboo
is placed between the two sets of threads.

tt In embroidered works such as Hmaram weaving, the number of sticks
(hnahchawi/heddle) increases according to the complexity of the design. It is about 15 in
numbers, while in other plain works, the number is about 3.

i) In earlier days, all threads used in the weaving are first dyed according to the
need ofcolour combination to be used. They used to prepare dyes from various roots and
herbs but with the availability ofexcellent synthetic dyes, the use ofnatural products has
been almost completely stopped. To ensure fastness ofcolour they are very particular to
have theirthreads atleast doublMyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more than two
times.

rf An internal watchdog mechanism set up by the producers to maintain the
quality and regulatlng the use ofGeographical Indications :

The quality of Hmaram wiil be monitored by an internal watchdog mechanism in
order to maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of
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intemal watchdog mechanism will consists of committee members such as represenlatives of

producers and GI experts.

sf Inspection Body :

The inspection structure is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide

Notijication No.D,28016ll12015-AC dated 26th October,2018 (Annexure)which consists

of the members as below:-

Chairman : Secretary to Govt. of Mizoram, Art & Culture Department

Member Secretary : Director, Art & Culture Department

Members : 1. Director, Commerce & hdustries Department.

2. Scientifrc Officer, Patent Information Centre, Mizoram Science,

Technologr & Innovation Council.

3. Chairman, Mizoram Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd.

4. Represenfative from Mizo fuan hoducer.

5. hesident, Mizoram Upa Pawl General Headquarters'

6. President, Central Young Mizo Association.

7. hesident, Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl General Headquarters.

8. Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated)'

The committee shall monitor, review and make suggestion on the action taken

by the concerned Deparments and also to maintain the quality after post registration of

Geographical Indication regarding Mizo Traditional Puan viz. (1) Puanchei, (2) Pawndum'

(3) Hmaram, (4) Ngotektrerh, (5)Tawlhlohpuan' etc.

'E' Copy of Notification is attached herewith and marked with letter'E'

tl Post Registratlon conditions:
i) Registration of producers of Hmaram as Authorised Users will be initiated soon

after the GI registration is granted.

ii) Report wiil be submitted to the GI Re$stry within one year regarding the impact of GI

registration and thevarious means of propaganda use for promotion of the GI good.

ul Other:
By registering Hmaram as G,1., it will authenticate this beautiful cloth and receive
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a much wider market. This will benefit the weavers as it rvill broaden the scope to earn a

bonanza througlr benefit sharing by getting the geographic riglrts.

Along with the statement of case in class 24 in respect of Textiles and textile

goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers and in Class 25 in respect of

clothing, footwear and headgear in the name(s) of Mizoram Art & Cultural Society

whose address is Directorate of Art & Culture Department Buildlng' Chanmari'

Aizawl, Mizoram, PIN-796007 who claim(s) to represent the interest of the producers of

the goods to which the geographical indication relates and which geographical indication is

used continuously since not applicable in respect ofthe said goods.

2. The Application shall include such other particulars called for in Rule 32(1) in the

Statement of Case :

Statement of Case enclosed herewith.

Affi davit enclosed herewith.

All communications in relation to these proceedings may please be sent to the

following address in India:

D. SEN & CO.

Patent & Trade Mark AttomeYs

6, Old Post Office Street

Ground Floor

Kolkata - 70000 1.

Phone No. : 9830059818' 9830060818

E.mail : co.dsen@gmail. com

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2018.

4
b)

For Mizoram Art & Cllprd Society,

,r'lx\
:Z\^'*

cargi SffiJdvocate
ofD. SEN & CO.

Attomey for the Applicant.
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ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATION

Illame of the Applicaut :

Mizoram Art & Cultural Socieff.

Address :

Directorate ofArt & Culture Department Building

Chanmari,Aizawl

Mizoram, PIN-796007.

Phone No. : 0389-2341038

Telefax: 0389-2341369

E-mail : dacmi@ahoo.com

Croods aud Classes :

Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and

table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, footwear, headgear.

dl Specilicatlon:
Hmaram is a popular traditional cloth of the Mizo people. It is a small skirt, only

wom by ladies and girls. The cloth is wrapped around the waist by tucking in at the waist to

fasten it, covering the lower part of the body. It is commonly wom during festive dances and

offrcial ceremonies. The oldest pattemed tortile of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe, Hmaram is a single

loom width fabric made from handspun indigo-dyed and natural white cotton. It is worn as

a short skirt wrapped around the waist, tucked in on one side.

cl
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Hmaram is normally 42" to 43'in length and 17" to i8" in breadth though the size

can vary a little more or less. Compared to other Mizo puan, Hmaram is smaller in size and

covers only up to the knee, fuan is the nane given by the Mizo to the cloth or the fabric

which is woven out of the loom,

The traditional loom use by the Mizo is the loin-loom, Many traditional designs are

incorporated to form al elaborate textile in Hmaram.

A single loom width fabric, traditional Hmaram had intricate and complex bands of

patteming. In Hmaram, the indigo weft almost entirely conceals the white warp, There are

weft-wise stripes of patteming which vary in size; some are broad while others are very

naffow. The narrow stripes of patterning have simpler motifs as compared to the broader

stripes of patteming. This pattemingfollows a continuous double-faced supplementaryweft

technique. The stripes are woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of indigo-dyed

yarn is used to do the patterning. The white edges ofthe textile are then hnished with a

rolled hem, which is hand stitched.

Patteming as seen on the oldest Hmarams are of Kawkpuizial, Lenbuan$huam and

Disul motifs. Avery complex and intricate motif, Kawkzialpui is believed to be the oldest

motif of the Mizo (Luseis), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui

(Diplazium maximum). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot ndnal
means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattem of

Kawlcpuizial.

A Hmaram also has Lenbuangthuam motifs, again also believed to be one of the

olde st motifs of the Lusei tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree with acacia-like leaves and

thuam means ajunction with two or more paths. This motif is characterized by indigo-dyed

blue/biack extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the

broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated

by intenening line (or lines (usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of the

paths with manv branches.
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Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul. The word Di refers to a species of grass

(knperata cylindrical) and sul is a term used for grass brushed against by passerby which

bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the

Lenbuangthuam, the triangular designs in Disul are placed in such a marner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear to stand against each other resembling a pattem of

well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-loke strips running through the

diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles.

Small narrow stripes of geometric motifs (such as Semit) are also incorporated in a

Hmaram.

Hmaram usually has three beautiful pattem motifs name$ Disul, knbuanghuam

and Kawkpuizikzial. These pattern motifs are incorporated as awhite stripe of 2 to 3" wide

at four places. A fine small stripe is weaved in between each of the pattem motifs. There are

only two colours visible in Hmaram i.e. black and white.

Traditionally, this pattemed textile was wom by Mizo (Lusei) women as a short skirt

wrapped around the waist and tucked in on one side during festive occasions. In present

day society, it is worn byyoung girls during festivals and while performing dances with a

modern version of the fualtah Kawr on top,

Speclfication and quality parameters of 'Hmaram' :

01, Hmaram is a small and unique Mizo traditional cloth.

02. Hmaram is a small wrapped around skirt wom only by Mizo women and girls that

reaches down only above the knee.

03. The shape of Hmaram is rectangular.

04, Only three motifs are allowed for incorporation in Hmaram main body which are

Kawkpuizikzial, Lenbuanghuam and Disul. A Sakeizangziamotif which looks like

a series of tip of a directional arrow is present in one or both the weft-edges of the

cloth that ioins the vertical stripes.
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05, A Hmaram main body is characterized bythe presence of onlyone motifwhich may

be either Kawlqpuizikzial or knbuangthuam or Disul motif.

06. In Hmaram, there are weft-wise stripes (motif) of pattern which are of two sizes,

broader ones and narrow ones. When wom, the pattems are in vertical position.

07 . The broader vertical stripes motif consists of five batches (approx.) of single motif

pattem having width about 8 cm each. They are arranged vertically throughout the

Hmaram puan at a distance ofabout 15 cm apart from each other.

08. The smallervertical stripes motif consists of 6 batches (approx.) havingwidth about

0.5 cm each. They run in parallel and altemate with the bigger stripes batches.

09, AHmaram alwayshavefringes on both edges ofthewarp ofabout0.5cm each.

10. In the machine loom, one edge of the cloth (weft-wise) up to about 3 cm a"re woven

denser than the rest ofthe cloth. The other edge is folded and stitched.

1 1. Only two colours i.e. black and white are present in a Hmaram.

12. Breadth (weft) of Hmaram is 17-21" approx.

13. Length (warp) of Hmaram is 42-53" approx.

14. Thickness of non-motifs : 0.5 mm.

15. Thickness of motif (Kawkpuizikzial/Lenbuangthuam/Disul): 0.7 mm - 1.0 mm.

16. Weight of the whole puan (cloth) : 150 g approx.

17. Weight per square inch - 0.19 g per sq. inch,

18. Weight per inch (warp) - 3.49 g per inch (rarp).

19. Weightperinch (weft)- 8.33 gperinch (weft).

20. Thread count : Warp 63 per inch, weft 37 per inch.

21. The type of yarn used is mainly cotton. Acrylic and silk yarns are now also

incorporated.

Benchmark for Hmaram :

01. The weaving quality of Hmaram must be very frne such that the appearance of the

design in inner and outer side of the fuan should be almost indistinguishable.

02. The size of Hmaram should be much smaller than other traditionai fuan and should

reach down only above the knee when wom.
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03. A Hmaram main body should consist of only one motif which could be any one of

the following - Kawkpuizikzial or Lenbuanghuam or Disul.

04. No other motifs other than Kawkpuinl<ziaJorLenbuanghuam or Disul should be

incorporated in the main body of Hmaram.

05. A Hmaram should have batches of weft-wise stripes (motif) of two sizes, broader

ones and narrow ones. The stripes look like vertical bands.

06. The broader and the narrower stripes/bands must run altemate to each other.

07 . There should be at least five batches of the broader vertical stripes ofwidth about

4-8 cm each.

08. There should be atleast sixbatches ofthe narrowvertical stripes ofwidth about

0.5 cm each.

09. A Hmaram must have fringes on both edges of the warp of about 0.5cm each.

10. A Sakeizangzia motilwhich looks like a series of tip of a directional arrow must be

present in one or both the weft-edges ofthe cloth.

1 1 . Each Sakeizangzia motifs at the edge should perfectly join the broader vertical stripes.

Each half-Sakerzangziamotifs at the edge should also perfectly join the narrow

vertical stripes.

12. The number of Hnahchawi use in Kawkpuizikzial motif must be complete or at

least 30. The number of Hnahcharvi use in Lenbuangthuan and Disul motifs should

be at least 12 in numbers to make it beautiful,

13. Only two colours i.e. black and white should be visible in Hmaram'

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2018.

Gargi Sen, Advocate
ofD. SEN & CO.

Attomey for the Applicart
6, Old Post Ofiice Street

Ground Floor

Kolkata - 700001.
E.mail : co.dsen@gmail.com
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motif of the Mizo (Luseis), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui
(Diplazium maximum). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot andztal
means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattem of

Kawllpuizial.

A Hmaram also has Lenbuanghuam motifs, again also believed to be one of the

oldest motifs of the Lusei tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree with acacia-like leaves and

thuam means ajunction with two or more paths. This motif is chal'acterized by indigo dyed

blue/black extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the

broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated

by intervening line (or lines (usually one or two) grving the overall appearance like that of the

paths with many branches.

Another motif seen in Hmaram is,,Disul, The word Di refers to a species of grass

(lmperata cylindrical) and sul is a term used for grasb brushed against by passerby whrch

bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the

Lenbuangthuam, the triangular designs in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appeal to stand against each other resembling a pattem of

well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-loke strips running lhrough thc

diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles'

The specilic motifs and design of Hmaram mentioned in the above points are

presented in Figures I & 2.

Figure 2 : Dilferent urotif that can be incorporated in Hmaran.

Disul Lenbuanglhuutrt
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motif of the Mizo (Luseis), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui
(Diplaziummaximum). IGwkpuiisthenarneof anedible fem, zikmeansnew shootand zial

means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the rePeat Pattern of

Kawkpuizial.

A Hmaraur also has Lenbuan$huam motifs, again also believed to be one of the

oldest motifs of the Lusei tribe, knbuang is the name of a tree with acacia-like leaves and

thuam meals a junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterize d by indigo-dyed

blue/black extra weft triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the

broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular desigts are separated

by intervening line (or lines (usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of the

paths with many branches.

Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul, The word Di refers to a species of grass

(bnperata cylindrical) and sul is a term used for gras5 brushed against by passerby which
bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the

I*nbuangthuam, the triangular desigps in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear to stand against each other resembling a pattem of
well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-loke strips running through the
diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles,

The specific motifs and design of Hmaram mentioned in the above points ale
presented in Figures I & 2.

Flgure 2 : Different motif that can be lncorporated in Hmaram.

Disul Lenbuangthuam
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Name of the Applicant

Address

STATEMEI|T OF CASE

Mizoram Art & Cultural Society.

Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building,
Chanmari, Aizawl, Mizoram, PIN-796007.

1. Type ofgoods I

Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and
table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, footwear, headgear.

2. Specilication :

Hmaram is a beautiful traditional textile or handicraft good which originates from the
state of Mizoram. It is an eiaborately decorated textile of the Mizo tribe and is also one of the
most popular textile a Mizo woman is associated with. The design is very unique and have a
deep root in the society. The Hmaram was skillfully crafted by the Mizo weavers. The Mizos
were greatly aware of their surroundings and environments which can be seen in the way
they expressed their ideas in the Mizo Puan. The motifs and patterns in Hmaram were
derived from the flora of the geographical area of Mizoram, such as the Kawkpuizikzial motif
inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui (Cyathea chinensis),
Irnbuangrnahuam motif derived from Lenbuang tree i.e. Griffrth's Plum Yew (Cepha.lotaxus

gnffithii), Dis0l motif (Di is a plant under grass family), etc. Hmaram is produced/
manufactured only by the Mizo people in the state of Mizoram, especially in the state capital
viz. Aizawl and in Thenzawl town of Serchhip district.

Hmaram is a popular traditional cloth of the Mizo people. It is a small skirt, only
wom by iadies and girls. The cloth is wrapped around the waist by tucking in at the waist to
fasten it, covering the lower part of the body. It is commonly wom during festive dances and
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official ceremonies. The oldest patterned textile of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe, Hmaram is a single
loom width fabric made from handspun indigo-dyed and natural white cotton. It is wom as
a short skirt wrapped around the waist, tucked in on one side.

Hmaram is norm dly 42' to 43" in length and 17" to 18" in breadth though the size
can vary a little more or less. Compared to other Mizo puan, Hmaram is smaller in size and
covers only up to the knee. fuan is the name given by the Mizo to the cloth or the fabric
which iswoven out of the loom. The traditional loom use by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Many
traditional desigrs are incorporated to form an elaborate textile in Hmaram.

A single loom width fabric, traditional Hmaram had intricate and complex bands of
patteming, In Hmaram, the indigo weft almost entirely conceals the white warp. There are
weft-wise stripes of patterning which vary in size; some are broad while others a-re very
narrow. The narrow stripes of patterning have simpler motifs as compared to the broader
stripes of patteming, This patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft
technique. The stripes are woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of indigo-dyed
yarn is used to do the patteming. The white edges of the textile are then finished with a
rolled hem, which is hand stitched.

There are weft-wise stripes of patteming which are of two sizes, The narrow stripes
of patterning have simpler motifs as compared to the broader stripes of patterning. This
patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft technique. The stripes are
woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of black yam is used to do the patterning.
The white edges of the textjle are then finished with a rolled hem, rvhich is hand stitched.

$pically, Hmaram can have three beautiful pattern motifs namely Disul,
Lenbuanghuam and Kawkpuizikzial. These pattern motifs are incorporated as a white
stripe of 3" that appears as five prominent bands. Altemating each of the prominent bands
is a fine smaller stripe of 5mm, In tota.l, there are six smaller stripes, There are only two
colours visible in Hmaram i,e. black and white.

A very complex and intricate motif, Kawkpuizikzial is believed to be the oldest motif
of the Mizo pusei), inspired bythe curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui (cyathea
chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fern, zik means new shoot and zial means
rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattern of
Kawlcpuizikzial.

Patteming as seen on the oldest Hmarams are of Kawkpuizial, Lenbuangthuam and
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Disul motifs. Avery complex and intricate motif, Kawkzialpui is believed to be the oldest
motif oi the Mizo (Luseis), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edibie fern Kawkpui
(Diplazium ma,rimurn). Kawl<pui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot and zial

means rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattem cf

Kawkpuizial.

A Hmaram aiso has Lenbuangthuam motifs, again also believed to be one of the

oldest motifs of the Lusei tribe, lcnbuangis the name of a tree with acacialike leaves eurl

thuam means ajunction with trvo or more paths. This motif is characterized by indigo-dyeC

blue/black extra weft triangular desigrrs which are positioned in such a manner that the
broad bases are twisted and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated

byinterveningline (orlines)(usually one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of the

paths with many branches.

Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul. The word Di refers to a species of grass

(lmperata cylindrical) and sul is a term used for grass brushed against by passerby which

bends to the direction in which they have been brushed against. Quite similar to the

knbuangthuam, the triangular designs in Disul are placed in such a malner that the broad

bases ofthe isosceles triangles appea.r to stand against each other resembling a pattem cf

well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-loke strips running through the

diagonals of the triangfes against the end of the triangles.

The specific motifs and desiga of Hmaram mentioned in the above points are

presented in Figures I & 2.

Kawkpuizikzial

Figure 2 : Dlfferent motif that can be incorporated in Hmaram.
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Small narrow stripes of geometric motifs (such as Semit) are also incorporated in
allmaram.

lftnaram usually has three beautiful pattern motifs namely Disul, Lenbuangthuam
and Kawkpuizikzial. The se pattem motifs are incorporated as a white stripe of 2 to 3" wide
at four places. A fine small stripe is weaved in between each of the pattem motifs. There are
only two colours visible in Hmaram i.e. black and white,

Traditionally, this pattemed textile was worn by Mizo (Lusei) women as a short skirt
wrapped around the waist and tucked in on one side during festive occasions, In present

day society, it is worn by young girls during festivals and while performing dances with a
modern version ofthe T\raltah Kawr on top.

3. Specillcation and quality parameters of 'Hmaram' :

01. Flnaram is a small andunique Mizo traditional cloth,
02. Hmaram is a small wlapped around skirt wom only by Mizo women and girls that

reachesdown onlyabove the knee,

03. The shape ofHmaram is rectangular,

04. Only three motifs are allorved for incorporation in Hmaram main body which are

Kawkpuizikzial, lenbuangthuam and Disul. A Sakeizangziamotif which iooks iike

a series oftip of a directional arrow is present in one or both the weft-edges of the

cloth thatjoins the vertical stripes.

QualityParameters:
Few physical pararneters obtained by measuring physicai dimensions and weight of

I{maram are listed below :

! PhysicalDimensions

Length (warp)-43"
Breadth(weft)- 18"

I'rea-774 sq. inches

Thickness of motifs
Kawlipuizikzial/knbuangthuam/Disul - 1 mm

Thickness of non-motif - 0,5 mm
WeiCht

Weigirtof Flmaram- 150 g

Weig[t per inches squared {. 19 g per sq. inch
Weight per inch (warp) - 3.a9g per inch (warp)

Weight per inch (weft) -8.33 g per inch (weft)

rl)

iii)

iv)
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A Hmaram main body is characterized by the presence of only one motif which
maybe either Kawkpuizikzial or Lenbuangthuam or Disul motif.
In Hmaram, there are weft-wise stripes (motif) of pattern which are of two sizes,
broader ones and narrow ones, when wom, the pattems are in vertical position.
The broader vertical stripes motif consists of five batches (approx.) of single motif
pattem having width about 8 cm each. They are arranged vertically througlout the
llnaram puan at a distance of about 15 cm apart from each other.
The smallervertical stripes motif consists of 6iatches (approx.) havingwidth about
0'5_cm each. They run in parallel and altemate with the bigger stripes'batches.
A Flmaram always have fringes on both edges ofthe warp oiabouiO.scm each.
In the machine loom, one edge of the cloth (weft-wise) up to about 3 cm are wsven
denser than the rest ofthe cloth. The other edge is folded and stitched.
Only two colours i.e. black and white are present in a Hmaram.
Breadth (weft)of Hmaram is lT-21,, approx.
hngth (warp)of Fknaram is 42-53" approx.
Thickness of non-motifs : 0.5 mm.
Thickness of motif (Kawlrpuizikzial/Lenbuangthuam/Disul)l 0.7 mm - 1.0 mm.
Weight of the whole puan (cloth) : 150 g approx,
Weight per square inch - 0. l9 g per sq. inch,
Weigirtperinch (warp) - 3.a9 gperinch (warp).
Weigltperinch (weft)- 8.33 gperinch (weft).
Thread count : Warp 63 per inch, weft 37 per inch.

fhe type of yarn used is mainiy cotton. Acrylic and silk yanls are now also
incorporated.

4. Benchmark for Hmaran :
01. The. weaving quality of Hmaram must be very fine such that the appearance of the

design in irurer and outer side of the fuan should be almost indistinguishable.02' The size of llnaram should be much smaller than other traditional hlan and shculd
reach down only above the knee when worn,

03. A Hmaram main bodyshouid consist of only one motif which could be any one of
the following - Kawkpuizikzial or Lenbuanghuam or Disul,

04. No other motifs other than lGwkpuizikzial or Lenbuangthuam or Disul should be
incorporated in the main body of Hmaram.

05. A Hmaram should have batches of weft-wise stripes (motif) of two sizes, broader
ones and narrow ones. The stripes look like vertical bands,

06. The broader and the narrower stripes/bands must run altemate to each other,

09.
10.

ll.
12,
13.

14.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
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07. There shouldbe atleastfive batches ofthebroadervertical stripes ofwidth about
4-8 cm each.

08. There should be at least six batches of the narrow vertical stripes of width about
0.5 cm each.

09. Allmaram musthave fringes on both edges ofthewarp ofabout0.5cm each,
10. A Sakeizangzia motif which looks like a series of tip of a directional arrow must be

present in one or both the weft-edges of the cloth.
I I ' Each Sakeizangza motifs at the edge should perfectlyjoin the broader vertical stnpes.

Each half-sakeizangaamotifs at the edge shourd also perfectly join the narrow
vertical skipes.

12. The numberof Hnahchawi use in Kawkpuizikzial motif must be complete or at least
30. The number of Hnahchawi use in Lenbuanghuam and Disul motifs should be at
Ieast 12 in numbers to make it beautiful.

13. Only two colours i.e. black and white should be visible in Hmaram.

- Hmaram is unique and easilydistinguished byits smaller size and its design is not
found elsewhere. The breadth (weft) of Hmaram is much smaller than other Miio puan
measuring only 18 inches, A single Hmaram consist of only one motif which could be any
one of the following-

r)

4
iii)

Kawkpuizilaial
knbuangthuam, or
Disul.

, It must be noted, however, that Kawpuizikziar is the most commonry used motif in
ffnaran.

In the loin loom, Hmaram must be woven in a single piece.
The ground fabric of Hmaram must be black.
The pattem motifs in Hmaram must be incorporated as a white stripe of 3,, that

appears as five prominent bands. Altemating each of lhe prominent bands must be a fine
smaller shipe of Smm, making it a total of six smaller stripes.

Onlytwo colours are to be used in Hmaram, i.e. Biack and white .

Flnaram must have fringes on both edges breadthrvise of about 0.5cm.
No other motifs other than cited in the specifications should be incorporated in thedesignofltnaram.

5. Name ofthe geographjsal lndlcation [and particulars] :
The na'e ofthe Georyaphicar Indication is Hmaram. ttmaram is an important tradi_tional dress ofthe Vtizo peolle huuing u.pr.in.ilt*"
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6, Descriptlon ofthe goods :

Hmaram is a compactly woven textile. It is medium to heary fabric and shows its

good qualitywoven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. The weavers inserted the

desigts and motifs by using supplementary yams while weaving. The differe nt sigpificant

traditional designs and motifs are incorporated in this textile . A specially skilled weavers are

required for making this elaborate textile, In the earlier days, homespun cotton yams dyed

with natural dyes are used, Synthetic yarns slowly replaced the use ofiocally produced

cotton yams, since wide range of synthetic yarns are available in the market, The weaving

process of Hmaram involves starching of the warp yams, wafping, weaving, and inserting

the designs and motils by hand to make the complete Pual.

Hmaram is very dillicult to be woven, A white thread is used as the warp and a black

thread as the weft. The cloth is weaved in such a way that it does not show any white colour

except the pattern motifs. Since it requires a high level of expertise only an expert lady/

ladies are able to v/eave such Hmaram cloth.

The oldest pattemed textile of the Lusei tribe, Hmaram is a single loom width fabric

made from handspun soot/indigo-dyed and natural white cotton. It is worn as a short skirt

wrapped around the waist, tucked in on one side.

According to Mrs. Thankhumi, a scholar 0n Mizo textiles and a past weaver herself,

the word Tlmar'is aterm used to describe hair buns at the back of the head. It could have

been a name given to the Lusei tribe by the southem tribes since the southem tribes such as

Lai and Mara had their hair bun on the front side of the head, In this context, the word

llcrar in a Flnaram does not refer to the northem Mizo tribe - Hmar. This can be supported

by the fact that the ltnar kibe had a distinct hairstyle such that their hair was braided in

two ponytails, which were then tied together at the front of the head' This was

complemented by their headgear Vivik, The word 'Am' means skirt. Therefore, in this context

Hmaram means a skirt of the people who wear their hair buns at the back of their head

(whichin earliertimes referred to the Lusei tribe of the Mizos).

7, Geographtcal area ofproduction and map :

Hmarem is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of
production is atAizawl and in thevillage of Thenzawl.

The geogaphical boundaries of the production area of Puanchei lies between 2 1" 55'

52' - 24'31'43- latitude (N) and 92' 15' 17' - 93" 26'37'lon$tude (E).
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8. Proofoforigln ftIistorical records] :
Documentary evidences relating to proof of origin (historical proof) of Hmaram are

given below. The reference along with the photocopy are also provided. (Given in Annexure

1-A to 1-L).

a) In the newspaper 
gMIZO 

LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU', (printed at Loch Printing Press,

Aijal)publishedin October 1923 reported that Ms. Lalkhami, daughter of Mr. Pazika, Leng

village Chief, was able to rveave the Kawkpuizitzial motif (found in Hmaram) in four da-vs,

which was a great feat at the time, (Reference - Page n0.263 of the newspaper "Mizo Leh Vai

Chanchin Bu'published in October 1923) (Annexure 1-A).

b) In the newspaper "MIZo LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU' (printed at l,och Printing Press,

Aijal) published in March 1925 described about the importance of cultivating cotton and

how it can be a thriving business for the Mizo people, (Reference - Page no. 66 of the

newspaper 
uMizo Leh Vai Chanchin Bu" publ"ished in March i925) (Annexure 1-B).

c) Inthe newspaper'MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at Loch Printing Press,

Aijal) published in April 1925 reported that cotton weighing a total of 1 102 maund was sold

from seven differentr'illages of Mizoram, (Reference - Page no. 81 of the newspaper "Mizo

kh Vai Chanchin Bu'pubtshed in April 1925) (Annexure 1-C).

d) The book 'DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE' authored by James Herbe rt
Lonain, published byThe Asiatic Society, l(olkata (tublished 1940) stated that Hmaram is

the name of a woman's skirt 0r knt originally beionging to the Hmar tribe . (Reference - Page

no. 159 of the book "Dictionary of the Lushai language) (Annexure 1-D).

e) The book 'LUSHAI CHRYSALIS' (1949) authored by Major A.G. McCall
mentioned that Hmaram was a women's lvorkday dress decorated with designs such as tte
Kawkpuizikzial and knbuangthuam. (Reference - Page N0.27 of the book) (Annexure 1-E).

f) In the book TIMASANG ZONUN' (1" Edition 1992) authored by B, Lalthangliana, an

eminent Mizo historian, stated that the technique of dyeing cloths black was first
practised in the Hmaram cloth and later on red dye from barks and leaves oftrees were
made giving rise to production of different coioured cloths like Pawndum, Puanchei,
Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan etc. (Reference - Page N0,54 of the book 'Hmasang Zonun')
(tunoure 1-$.
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$ In the book 1IMANLAI MIZO NUN'(1999)written by C. Lianthangamentioned that
Hmaram was aknee lengh skirt wom by the ladies. (Reference - Page N0.49 of the book)
(fuinexure 1-G).

t$ Thebookl,Al,lD&PEOPLEOFINDL{N STATES&UNIONTERRITORIES'wIiIIenby
SC Bhatt & Gopal K Bhargava, published by Kalpaz Publications, Delhi
(Published 2006) described Hmaram cloth as a small hand woven cloth of handspun cotton
and indigo dye. Reference - Page no, 187 of the book 'Land & People Of Indian States &
UnionTenitories'Volume - 19) (Annexure 1-H).

i) In the book ?l PU ZUNLENG' 11"t Edition 2007) authored by B. Lalthangliana,
an eminent Mizo historian, stated that the technique of dyeing clothes black was {irst
practised in the Hmaram cloth, (Reference - Page N0.95 of the book 'Pi Pu Zunleng')

[Annexure 1-l].

j) Su'MIZORAM GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (2009, 1$ Edition 2005) stated that Hmaram
is a skirtworn by Mizo Women. (Reference - Page N0.103 of the book) (Annexure 1-J),

I9 In the book EMERGENT NORTH-EAST INDIA - A WAY FORWARD' (ISHA Books,

2008) by Himansu Chandra Sadangi, mentioned that Hmara.m is mostly worn by
children and girls on special occasions such as Chapchar Kut and Chharvnghnawh Day,

(Reference - Page N0.203 of the book 'Emergent North-East India - A Way Forward')

{Annerure 1-$,

l) Pi Boichhinpuii, former Director, Art & Culture Department, Govt. of Mizoram in
her book MZO LA DEH l,EH ZEIFILAN'{Rrblishcd 2016), rnentioned that Hmaram was a
cloth of the Flmar clan. It is a combination of two rvords t{mar'which refers to a cla:r rvho tie
their hair as a knot at the back of their head and 'am'which means sarong or skirt.
(Reference-Pageno.104-l0Tofthebook"Mizoladehlehzethlan,"publishedin2016)
(Annerure 1-L).

It is not known when Hmaram came into use for the first time, Pi Boichhingpuii
(former Director, Art & Culture Department, Govemment of Mizoram) in her book Mizo La
Deh leh Zetl{an'(2016), mentioned that Hmaram was a cloth of the Hmar clan, It is a
combination of two words 'Hmar'which refers to a clan who tie their hair as a knot at the
back of their head and 'am'which means sarong or slcirt.

Mr. Lianhningthanga in his book'Material culture of the Mizo'published in 1998
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cited how the cloth was woven and described the different designs ofthe cloth.

In a guide book 'Mizoram State Museum, Guide to Gallery'published by Art &
Culture Department in 2007 mentioned that the cloth Hmaram is displayed in the Textile

Gallery section along with different types of Mizo cloth which can be seen by the general

public.

Mr. B. Lalthangliana, a Mizo Historian, in his book'Hmasang Zonun (Studies i:r
Mizo Culture, Tradition and Social Life)'(1$ Edition 1992) describes that the Hmaram clotr
was produced around 1700 AD when the Mizo tribes crossed the Tiau River (fi0 River), ar
intemational boundary river between India and Myanmar. He mentions that the
embroidery woven on the cloth like Kawkpui ztlanal and lenbuangthuam were already

accomplistred around this time.

Dr, Sangkima, a retired Professor of Govemment Aizawl College, in his book Essays

on the History of the Mizos' (Spectrum Publications, 2004) mentioned that the Mizo women's

workday dress consisted ofHmaram (cotton petticoat) which was decorated with popular
designs like the kawkpuizikzial and the lenbuangthuam.

In the book 'Dictionary of the Lushai Language'published (The Asiatic Society) in
1940 by Mr. J. Herbert Lorrain (Pioneer Missionaries to the Lushais) included the word
Tlmaram'and define it as the name of a woman's skirt or kilt originally belonging to the
Hmar tribe'. (Page number 158).

9. MethodofProductlon:
The traditional Mizo fuan are woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo fuan were made of

local cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots and herbs.
Yarns which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The starched
yarn is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A thick and
strongwooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half to two feet above the
floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is fastened
securely against two arms ofa chair, The weaver sits on the chair against the breast beam
which has been lixed on the arms of the chair. Tho balls of yams are placed in a basket and
the two free ends of the yarns are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The helper
carries the two balls ofyarns back and forth between the warp beam and the breast beam
and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort ofunwoven
surface is produced, During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and even sets of
yam by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling the yams in
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loops prepared with the help of additional ya.rns on additional sticks placed against the

bamboo. This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the odd set of
yams stand crosswise against the even set of yarns on one of the two bamboo sticks, Then

loops are lifted up a little by the weavers, The operation also produces required space

between the crossed yarns to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole breadth

with the help of a bobbin,Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also

produces required space behveen the crossed yarns to enable the weft yarns to be siided

througlr the whole breadth with the help of a bobbin. The basic fabric of most of the Mizo

textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher density of warp yarns than weft yarns.

A set of supplementary yams are used for the designs and motifs by inserting the

supplementaryyams in between the warp yams while weaving.

Human factor plays a big role in the quality of Hmaram. A highly skilled weaver is

required to produce a good quality product. Therefore, in a good quality product, the

motifs/designs are distinct and complete, This kind of qualityproduct can onlybe achieved

by highly shlled and diligent weaver.

The number of heddles used in making specific design is another important
consideration. For instance, in the making of desigrrs like lGw\puizikzial, knbuangm huam

andDsul.

The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher

density of warp yarns than weft yams. A set of suppiementary yarns are used for the

designs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in between the warp yarns while

weaving.

10. Raw materlals :

4 In earlier days, the white cotton were first dyed with soot to get the indigo-dyed
yarn, To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their threads at least
doubledyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more than two times, In modern days
however, with avariety of dyes available, cotton or acrylic black yarns are used.

b) After obtaining the thread the hrst operation is to starch them. Unless properly
starched with solution ofrequired concentration, the thread may not serve the purpose of
good weaving. In fact starching itselfis a fairly technical process which the weavers have to
acquire patiently under the expert guidance oftheir elders,

c) The starched thread is dried and rolled into suitably sized balls and these are used
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by the weavers and the helper to set on the loom for the warp.

d) The traditional Hmaram are woven on the loin loom. Earry Hmaram were made of
local cotton, honespun and dyed with soot to obtain the black/indigo ground fabric.

e) Yams which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The
starched yarn is dried a-"d rolled into a suitable sizecl ball to set on the lcom for warp, A
thicicand shongwooden rod, the n'arp beam, is secure.l on the wall, one and halfto hvo feet
above the Iloor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is
fastened securely against hvo arms of a chair, The weaver sits on the chair against the breast
bean which has been fxed on the arms of the chair. Tu'o balls of yarns=are placed in a
basketandthe two free ends oftheyams are tied on the extreme left oithe breasibeam. The
helper carries the two balls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast
beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of
unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and
even sets of yrrn by using athick bamloo placed a little distance from her, and eitangling
the yams in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed
against the bamboo. This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the
odd set ofyarns stand crosswise against the even sei ofyarns on one ofihe two bamboo
sticks. Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also produces required
space between the crossed yarns to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole
breadth with the help of a bobbin

f) The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is rvarp faced plain rveave using a higher
9.lttty of warp yarns than weft yams. A set of supplementary yarns a-re usJd for the
desigrs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in betrveen the warp yarns while
weaving.

I Nowadays, for mass production, Hmaram is also woven in handloom (Fly shuttre
loom) although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced.

11. Unlqueness:
Puan is aprized possession ofevery Mizo lady, and are required to weave their own

clothor puan..wh_en they got married, Mizo women are expectedio carry along with them
certain puan like Pawndum, puanchei etc, to their new home, As weaving a H"maram is a
complicatedprocess onlythose Mizowomen who are able to weave Hmaranitake alongwith
them when they got married.
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Hmaram is a beautiful costume of girls, mostly worn during festivals like Pawl Kut
and Chapchar Kut. It is also vrorn by girls during various traditionerl dances such as
Kruallam, Sarlamkai, Chalvnglaizawn etc.

L2. SpectalCharacters andUnique Features ofHmaram :

4 Hrnaram is much smaller in size, about one-third of other Mizo hra:r, In the nresent
society, it is wom as a short skirt by young Irlizo girls cluring traditional festivals and while
perfon:dng traditional dances.

b) The weaving quality of Hmaram is very fine such that the inner and outer design of
the Puan is almost indistinguishable.

c) The motifs on the cloth follows a certain pattern in such a way that the vertical
orientation of the cloth reunins the same both ways,

d) The design of Hmaram is unique and can be easily distinguished. Just by looking at
the Hmarart, one can easily differentiate it from all other existing fuan/textiles. Th. follor-
ingmotifs maybe found in a Hmaram :

! Kawkpuizikzial - It is avery complex and intricate motif, berieved to be the oldest
motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern
Kawkpui (cyathea chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot
and zial means rolled up or tu,irled. It is found all over the state.

ii) knbuangm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as Gffith's
Plum Yew (Scientific name - cephalotaxus griffrthii). Lenbuangm huam motif is believed to
be one of the oldest motifs of the Mizo tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree and m huam
means ajunction with two or more paths, This motif is characterised by black extra weft
triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broadbases are twisted
and not against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line (or
linesusuallyone ortwo)$vingthe overall appearance like that ofpathsivith manybianches.
The tree is found in different parts of Mizoram including Murlen National park, r""i wla-
life Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife Sarctuary, Reiek tlang etc,

iii) Dis0l - The word Di refers to a species of grass (lmperata cylindrica) and sil is a term
usedfor grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to tire direction in which the;-
have been brushed against, Quite similar to the knbuangm huam, the triangular desigri
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in Dis0l are placed in such amanner that the broad bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear

to stand against each other resembling a pattern of rvcll-placed rectangles and
triangleswithnanowpath-like stripsrunningthroughthe diagonals of the triangles against

the end ofthe triangles.

e) In the olden days, only the women wonld weave llmaram in the loin loom. With the
advent of machine loom, even men have also started u'eaving as tle industry have proved to
be a good source of inccme. Holever, till nor,v only Itlizo'lvomen weave Ilmiuam using the
traditional loin loom.

f) The haditional loom used bythe Mizo is the loin-loom, Generally, two pieces of cloth
are woven which are delicately sewn together to form one complete fuan. Since the Hmaram
cloth is smaller in size compared to other puan, a complete Hmaram is weaved in a single
piece without the need to be sewn together.

g) In the earlier days, the material used for the ground fabric (fuan Bu) of
Hmaram is the locally produced cotton yarn, Nowadays, acrylic yarn that are easily
available in the market is most commonly used due to rise in demand of Hmaram. Silk is
also recently introduced in the production of Hmaram. For making the design/motif (zeh),

wool, silk, cotton or acrylic materials can be used.

tt) In the loin loom, the technique involves embroidere d work but the speciality
rests in the fact that all this embroidered rvork is done simultaneously u'ith the weaving. In
this respect the process differs from the designs produced on mill-made cloth or fly shuttle
cloth. This also enables the weaver to produce combinations according to their artistic
talents thereby bringing varieties which can seldom be made possible in any mechanical
process ofweaving.

13. Ltnkage to the speclflc geographlcal location includlng human creativity
lnvolved:
Hmaram is very popular because of its intricate and unique designs. The unique

value of Mizo Puan comes from the personal involvement of the weaver, who with great
labour weaves her dreams into each work and weft until every design has a story to te1l.

the creativity of the weavers can be observed from the intricate designs ofthe Hmaram,
The motifs/designs found in Hmaram have been derived from trees, herbs, grasses, and
fems of their sunoundings. This shows the specific linkages of the design of Mizo Hmaram
with its geographical location or environment. It is worth noting that some of these flora are
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endemic to the region, The different motifs/designs in Hmaram and their linkage to the
specific geographical location as well as creativity involved are described as under :-

4 Kawkpuizikzial * It is a very complex and intricate motif, believed to be the oldest
motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled nerv shor:t of an eclible fern Kawkpui
(Diplaziurn naximum). Kawkpui is the name of al edible fern, zik means new shoot and zial
means rolled up or tr,virled. The plant is found a.!1 over l\,lizoram,

b) lenbuangm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as Grillith,s
Plum Yew (cephalota:rus gnffithiil. Lenbuangm huam motif is believed to be one
of the oldest motifs of the Mizo tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree and m huam means a
junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by black extra weft triangular
designs which are positioned in such a marner that the broad bases are twisted and not
against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line for iines
usually-one or two) giving the overall appearance like that of paths with many branches. The
tree is found in different parts of Mizoram including Murlen National Park, Tawi Wildlife
Sanctuary, Thorangtlang Wildlife Sanctuary, Reiek flang etc,

c) Dis0l - The word Di refers to a species of grass (lrnperata cylindrica) and sul is a term
usedfor erass brushed against by passers-by which bends to tle directlon in which they
have been brushed against. Quite similar to the knbuangm huam, the triangular designs
in Disul are placed in such a manner that the broad base-s of the isosceles triigles appear
to stand against each other resembling a pattern of well-placed rectigles and
trian$es with narrow path-like strips running through the diagonais of the triangle"s against
the end of the biangles.

14. Dinension, descriptions and designs of Hmaram :

. 
Hpg* is a popular traditionar cloth of the Mizo peopre. It is a short skirt, onry

wom by ladies and girls, The cloth is wrapped around the waist ty tucking in at the waist to
fasten- it, covering only above the knee, it is commonly *orn during f."rtive iances ano
olEcial ceremonies. Hmaram is theoldest patterned textile of the Mii tirr.it t iur. rt L u
single loomwidth fabric made from handspun black and white yams.

15. Detailed speciricaHon incruding benchmark of Hmaram is given in points
as below :.
4 Ftnaram is normally 42" t0 48" in rength and 17', to rg,,in breadth though the

size can vary a little more or less.
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Hmaram always have fringes on both edges lenghwise of about 0.5cm to lcm.

compared to other Mizo puan, Hmaram is smaller in size and covers onlv up to the

d) Traditional Hmaram had inticate and complex bands of patterning. In loin loom, the
black weft alnost entirely conceals the white warp .

e) There are weft-wise stripes of patteming which are of two sizes. The narrow stripes of
patteming have simpler motifs as compared to the broader stripes of patterning, This
patteming follows a continuous double-faced supplementary weft technique. The stripes are
woven with a white weft on which an extra weft of black yarn is used to do the
patteming. The white edges of the textile are then frrished with a rolled hem, which is hand
stitdrcd.

f) Ilpically, Hmaram can have three beautiful pattern motifs namely Disul,
Lenbuanghuam and Kawkpuizikzial. These pattern motifs are incorporated as a white
stripe of 2 to 3" wide at frve places. A fure small stripe of 5 mm is weavedln between each of
the pattern motifs. There are only hvo colours visible in Flmaram i.e. black and white.

$ A very complex and intricate motif, Kawkpuizikzial is believed to be the oldest motif
of 

lhe 
Mlzo (Lusei), inspired by the curled new shoot of an edible fern Kawkpui (cyathea

chinensis). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fern, zik means new shoot and zial means
rolled up or twirled. More than 30 heddles are required to weave the repeat pattern of
I'awkpuizilaial.

ry _ ,A 
Hmaram may also have knbuangthuam motifs, again also believed to be one of

the oldest motifs of the Lusei tribe. Lenbuang is the name ofa tree with acacialike teaves
and thuam means a junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterized bv
triangular designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases are twisted
and not against each otler; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line o:
lines (usually one or two) giving the overalr appearance liki that of tire paths witir man'
brandres.

i) Another motif seen in Hmaram is Disul. The word Di refers to a species of grass

Jlnr-erata gflindrica) and sul is a term used for grass brushed against by passeruy wtricr:
bends to the direction in which they have been brushed agaiist. Quite simitai to tt.
knbuangthuam, the biangulardesigns in Disul areplaced in such amanner thatthe broad
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bases ofthe isosceles triangles appear to stand against each other resembling a pattem of
well-placed rectangles and triangles with narrow path-like strips running through the
diagonals ofthe triangles against the end ofthe triangles,

The creativity of the weavers can be observed from the intricate designs of the Hmaram.
The motifs/designs found in Hmaram have been derived from trees, herbs, grasses, and
ferns of their sunoundings. This shorvs the specific linkag,e:; of the clesign of Mizo Hmaram
with its geographical location or environment, it is worth noting'.hat some cf these flora are
endemic to the region. The dilferent motifs/designs in Hmaram and their linkage to the
specific geographical location as well as creativity involved are described as under I
a) Kawkpuizikzial - It is a very complex and intricate motif, believed to be the oldest
motif of the Mizo (Lusei). It is inspired by the curled new shoot of ar edible fern Kawkpui
(Diplazium maximum). Kawkpui is the name of an edible fem, zik means new shoot urdzial
means rolled up or twirled, Kawkpui leaves have their tips curled nicely in small round loops
and this produce the motif for the typical Mizo design.

b) knbuangm huam - This motif is copied from the Lenbuang tree, known as Griffith,s
Plum Yew (cephalotaxus griffrthii). Lenbuangm huam motif is believed to be one
of the oldest motifs of the Mizo tribe. Lenbuang is the name of a tree and m huam means a
junction with two or more paths. This motif is characterised by black extra weft trialgular
designs which are positioned in such a manner that the broad bases are twisted and not
against each other; these triangular designs are separated by intervening line (or lines
usually one or two) $ving the overall appearance like that of paths with many branches, The
tree is found in different parts of lvrizoram including Murlen National park, Tawi wildlife
Sanctuary, ThorangtJang Wildlife Sanctuary, Reiek tlang etc,

c) Disul -The word Di refers to a species of grass (knperata cylindrica) and sul is a term
usedfor grass brushed against by passers-by which bends to the direction in which they

f19 been brushed against. Quite similar to the knbuangm huam, the triangutar designs
in Disril areplaced in such amanner that the broad bases of the isosceles triigles appear
to stand against each other resembling a pattern of well-placed recta-ngles and
triangleswithnarrowpath-like stripsrunningthroughthe diagonjs of the tria:r$Js against
the end ofthe triangles.

Tradltlonal Practices :

In the traditional practice, Hmaram was weaved only in the loin loom,

t6.
E
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b) Hmaram is worn by young Mizo girls during traditional festivals and while
performing traditional dances.

c) The loin loom consist offew pieces of stout ba-':nboo and tirnber rods ofvarying
thickness. Three of these rods are used for fixing the loom in a stable position and
maintaining desired tension on the threads of the'warp, while others are used to facilitate
diferent operations on the initially fixed loom lvith its lvarps arrangcd thereon,

d) In addition to the rods, a flat blunt sword usually made out of the bark of a
particular kind oftree is used to beat the thread ofthe weft in the process ofweaving the
surface texture. Another function performed by this sword is to obtain space between twc
rows of the warp threads to enable the weft thread to be slided across the breadth. To
achieve this the weft thread is rvound on thin bamboo sticks.

e) A bamboo stick about 45" long is shaped into a sort of prism with a base of about
half an inch to one inch wide and the side opposite to thc base L"eing cut out minutely to
make small grooves ard crests. Its function is to keep the starched threads of the warp in a
stable position under the grooves, thereby preventing collection ofwarp threads at any point
and creating unevenness in the texture ofthe cloth rvoven,

0 A thin bamboo stick of the same length is adjusted against the rength of
the prismatic stick so that the latter is prevented from going out ofposition during the
operation.

d rwo other sticks are used to make loops with the help of additional thread by
entangling alternate threads ofthe warp, As a result ofthis operation, odd set ofthreads
remain entangled on one stick and the even set on the other. This arrangement enables the
two sets ofwarp threads to be moved alternately up and down during the process of
weaving, To provide sufficient space between the odd and even sets ofrvarp a thick bamboo
is placed between the two sets ofthreads.

t$ In embroidered works such as Hmaram weaving, the number of sticks (hnahchawi/
heddle) increases according to the complexity of the desigr:. It is about ls in numbers, while
in other plain works, the number is about 3.

t) In earlier days, all threads used in the weaving are first dyed according to the need of
colour combination to be used. They used to prepare dyes from various roots and herbs but
with the availabilityof excellent synthetic dyes, the useof naturalproducts has been almost
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completely stopped. To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their
threads at least doubledyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more thar two times.

17, An iaternalWatchdog mechanism set up by the producers to maintain the
quaHty and regulating the use of Geographical Indications :

The quality of Hmaram u'ill be monitored by an internal watchdog mechanism in
order to maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of
intemal watchdog mechanism will consists of corurrittec members such as representatives of
producers and GI experts.

18. InspectionBody:
The inspection stntcture is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide

NotificationNo.D.280l6lll2015-AC dated 26th October,2018 {Annexure)which consists

ofthe members as below:-

Chairman : Secretary to Govt, of Mizoram, Art & Cultltre Department

Member Secretary: Director, Art & Culture Department

Members : 1. Director, Commerce & Industries Department.

2. Scientihc Officer, Patent Information Centre, Mizoram Science,

Technology & Innovation Council.

3. Chairman, Mizorarn Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd.

4. Representative from Mizo fuan hoducer.

5, President, Mizoram UpaPawl Generai Headquarters.

6. President, Centrnl Young Mizo Associtttion,

7. President, Ir{izo Hmeichhe insuilrldrawm Parvl General Headquarters'

8. Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated).

The Committee shall monitor, review and make suggestion on the action taken

by the concerned Deparments and also to maintain the quality after post registration of

Geographical Indication regarding Mizo Traditional fuan viz. (1) Puanchei, (2) Pawndum,

(3) tlnararn, (4) Ngotekherh, (5) Tawlhlohpuan' etc.

19. Post Reglstratlon conditions :

i) Registration of producers of Hmaram as Authorised Users will be initiated soon

after the GI registration is granted,

ii) Reportwillbe submitted to the GI Registrywithin one year regardingthe impact of GI

registration and the various means of propaganda use for promotion of the GI good.
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AII communications in relation to these proceedings may please be sent to the
following address in India :

D. SEN & CO.
Patent & Trade Mark Attomeys

6, Old Post Office Street
Ground Floor

Kplkata- 700001,
Phone No. :9830059818, 9830060818

E.mail : co.dsen@gmail.com

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2018.

For Mizoram Art & Cqllural Society,,-, 9.t .,*Z--\W
Gargi Sen, Advocate

ofD. SEN & CO.
Attomey for the Applicant.
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